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MATLAB:

MATLAB is a numerical computing environment and programming
language which was invented by Cleve Moler (from University of
Mexico) in late 1970s.

MATLAB is now a product of MathWorks (established in 1984).
Recently, the company has 100 products and over 1 million users.
MATLAB is widely used by universities and companies all over the
world.



MATLAB Desktop:

MATLAB has the following desktop environment by default:



MATLAB Desktop Windows:

Default MATLAB desktop has four windows:

Workspace: The variables that are stored in MATLAB environ-
ment are displayed in the Workspace window.

Current Folder: Current Folder window shows the recent working
directory of MATLAB.

Command Window: Command Window is the input screen for
the commands in MATLAB.

Command History: Command History window stores the com-
mands that has been inputed using the Command Window.



MATLAB Desktop Example:



Quit & Abort:

To quit MATLAB, you may either type:

>> quit

to the command line.
You may also use the combination of “command + q” for Mac or
“Cntrl + q” for Windows and Linux.

In some cases, processing a command may take longer than usual
(such as in case of an infinite loop). MATLAB aborts the current
process when you hit “Ctrl + c” combination.



Issuing Commands:

To issue a command, you need to enter it to the Command Win-
dow and hit the Enter key afterwards:

From now on, MATLAB stores variable x as 5 in its workspace.
Whenever you type x in the Command Window, MATLAB will
display x with its value as 5.



Variables Not In Workspace:



Supressing Printing (The Use of Semicolon):

You might not always want to display the value of a variable after
you assign a value to it. To prevent MATLAB from displaying the
value of the variable after the assignment, you can use a semicolon
at the end of your assign command before hitting Enter:



Lower Case and Upper Case Letters for Variables:

While initializing variables, you need to be careful about the lower
case and upper case letters inside your variable. MATLAB is case
sensitive!:



Making Calculations:

You can do calculations using the Command Window:



Variables in the Workspace:

Apart from the information you can obtain from the Workspace
Window, you can also use “whos” built-in function of MATLAB
to observe the attributes of the variables that are stored in the
workspace:



Saving Variables:

When MATLAB is closed, all of the variables in the workspace will
be lost. To avoid that and save the variables that will be needed
in the future, there is a built-in function in MATLAB: save(). This
function saves all the variables in the current workspace in a file
named “matlab.mat”. You can also save the variables you want
specifically as:



Loading Variables:

After you saved your variable(s), you may want to load them back
to your workspace. There is another built-in MATLAB function,
which is named as load():

After hitting Enter, you will see the previously saved variable (which
is x in this case), in your workspace.



Next Line:

Especially when a command is too long, you might want to con-
tinue typing your command from the next line. To do that, you
can use three dots, “...” and hit Enter to continue from the next
line:



Reusing Previous Comments:

The previously used commands are stored in the Command History
window:

You can also use upper arrow key on your keyboard to reuse the
previously-typed commands.



Syntax and Semantics:

You should follow the syntactic rules while entering your com-
mands. If you don’t, you end up with syntax errors as follows:

“=” is an assignment operator. Hence, constants cannot be on
the left side of “=” operator.

Syntax is the form of a statement.

Semantics is the meaning of a statement.



Variable Names:

There are certain rules to be followed while creating variables in
terms of their names. The following figure shows some syntax er-
rors while initializing variables:



MATLAB help:

There is a built-in “help” function in MATLAB to help its users
about the details of a command:



MATLAB lookfor:

You might not always remember the name of the commands you
want to use. MATLAB has a built-in command to find out the
command which you could not remember. However, you still need
to give MATLAB a hint!





MATLAB editor:

So far, you used the Command Window which is of course be-
haves like a very advanced calculator, yet you may want to exploit
the real power of MATLAB as a programming language. Editor is
there to fulfill your needs:



Command Window might be adequate for a couple of commands.
But when you need to write bigger codes, you better use MAT-
LAB editor. You can also use editor for simple calculations:

The commands that are typed in the editor is now saved as “ex 1.m”
in the current folder of MATLAB.



To display a result you can use the disp() function in MATLAB:



MATLAB Path:

To run an m-file, that m-file has to be either in the current folder
or in the path of MATLAB:

By using addpath() function in MATLAB, you can add the folder
that contains the targetted script.



Algorithm & Source Code:

Algorithm is a terminology generally used in computer science to
describe a step by step procedure to solve a particular problem.

Computer programs are written for executing an algorithm in a
computer.

Computer programs are written by means of typing programming
language specific commands/text in a file such as a script of MAT-
LAB which is called the source code of the program.



Comments:

You may not always write commands that a computer should in-
terpret and execute in a source code. You may also want to write
text inside your code to let other people understand it easily. You
can do this by typing “%” first and then typing the explanatory
text.



Vectors:

So far, we simply assign a value to a variable. This may not be
enough when we want to compute over a list of numbers. For this
purpose, we can create a vector using square brackets as follows:



Figures:

One of the most important features of MATLAB is its advanced
built-in functions for plotting figures. plot() function is widely
used for plotting purposes:
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Attributes of Plot:

You can change the color and data point representations inside
your plot. Furthermore, you can add labels to figure axes by using
xlabel() and ylabel() functions and also you can add a title to your
plot using the title() function:
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Images:

Using MATLAB, you can read, write and process images.



The following image is downloaded from https://images.nasa.

gov/details-6901250.html

https://images.nasa.gov/details-6901250.html
https://images.nasa.gov/details-6901250.html

